Introduction.
Let (Q, 33, p) denote a measure space consisting of a set ft, a cr-algebra 33 of subsets of fi, and a measure p defined on 33 such that ju(fl) = l. If 330 is a cr-subalgebra of SB, Ap[33o], 1^P< °° , will denote the totality of functions defined on ft which are measurable relative to 33o and pthpower summable with respect to p. The norm of an element xGAp[33] will be denoted by ||x||j, = ( I | %\pdp) < oo.
In addition, A°°[33o] will denote the space of essentially bounded functions which are measurable relative to 33o-The norm of such a function will be denoted by ||x||00 = inf {k\ | x| ^k a.e.} < oo. The conjugate space of Ap[33o], lfsp< oo, will be denoted by A5[33o] where l/p-\-l/q = l if p>l and q= «> if p= 1. If xGAJ [33] and 33o is a cr-subalgebra of 33, the conditional expectation of x relative to 33o will be denoted by E [x\ 33o]. The reader is referred to [l] for properties of the conditional expectation. The definition of a directed set will also be needed. A relation " > " defined for some pairs of a set A is said to direct A ii the following three properties are satisfied:
(i) a>a ior all aEA ; (ii) ii a>b and b>c, then a>c; and (iii) if a, bEA, then there exists a cEA such that c>a and c>b. A directed set is then a pair (A, >) consisting of a set A and a relation " > " which directs A. A fixed directed set (A, >) will be considered throughout this paper. It will be convenient to embed the directed set (A, >) in a directed set (A«>, >) which possesses a "last element"; that is, an ideal element " oo " is adjoined to A and the domain of the relation " > " is extended so that oo >a for all aEAx=A^j{ oo }. A collection {xa, aEA } CAP [33] indexed by the set A will be called a net in Ap[33] . If (B, ») is a directed set and there is a function g defined on B with values in A such that for each a'G^4 there is a b'EB such that g(b)>a' whenever b~S>b', then the net {x"(m, bEB] is called a subnet of the net {xa, aEA }. The reader is referred to [2] and [3] for properties of nets. It is possible to give a slightly more general definition of a martingale as follows. Suppose a net (x;,, bEB} C-^'t^] has the property that for every finite chain BfEB, the net \xb, bEB/} is a martingale in the sense of the preceding paragraph. Such a net could also be called a martingale. It can be shown that these two definitions are equivalent if the indexing set is simplyordered. The two definitions are not equivalent in general, however. Suppose P4: The net {.y", aEA } converges strongly in 2>[S8]. Doob has shown that properties Pi, P3, and P4 are equivalent for martingales indexed by the positive integers [l] . In this case, Pi implies convergence a.e. of the martingale and P4 is simply a necessary and sufficient condition for uniform integrability of an almost everywhere convergent sequence of functions. For more general directed sets, however, Pi need not imply convergence a.e. Dieudonne has constructed a martingale indexed by the finite subsets of the positive integers (directed by set inclusion) which possesses property Pi but which does not converge a.e. [5] . Dunford and Tamarkin have shown that P3 implies Ft in connection with the theory of integration of functions of infinitely many variables [6] . 2. Convergence properties. It will be convenient to introduce some notation at this point. If 93oC53, P[93o] will denote the totality of finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of elements of 93o and S(93o) will denote the smallest <r-algebra containing 93o-The following two lemmas will be needed. a.e., it follows from the definition of the conditional expectation that /XS0(Xi -%a)dn = 0. [2] . Therefore, Since the functions xa, aEA, and xM are measurable relative to S(\JA 33a), it follows from well known properties of the conditional expectation that lim f aTx"zLsYu 33"j \dp = f E \ xaz \s ( U 33"J dp.
Applying the definition of the conditional expectation to the integrals on each side of this equation, lim I xazdp = I xKzdp a J a J a as was to be shown. The following two theorems show that P2 implies P3 and P3 implies P4. I Xa-dp = lim I xadp = lim j xsxadp = I xsXKdp = I x"dp. Let Q be a measure cover for the set Q. Note that p*(Qt~}S) =p(QC\S) for all 5G33. Therefore, p*(QC\Si) may be replaced by fsiXodv in the definition of the net [xr, irEA }. It follows from the above mean differentiation theorem that the net {xT, 7rG^4 } converges strongly to the characteristic function of the measure cover Q (a similiar mean density theorem valid for topological groups can be found in [7, p. 268] ). A similar result holds if p* and Q are replaced by the induced inner measure p* and a measure kernel Q'. Bibliography
